
Blue Horizon
Promat turntable mat

THE THEORY BEHIND this
replacement turntable mat is that
its granular rubbe4, cork and leather
consh-uction creates a chaotic
structure that suppresses resonance
in the vinyl, thus reducing a key
source of distortion in vinyl playback.
Ifs designed to replace felt and
rubber mats on most Rpes of platteq,
even acrylic t ?es where a mat is not
usually required.

It also comes in two pans, one with
a label sized central hole ald aaother
with a more traditional centre spindle
hole. The idea is that you can use

both to raise reSular 1209 vinyl to
the same height as 1B0g vinyl witi
only the one mat undemeath it. This
avoids the variations in veftical
tracking angle OIA) that the
differing thicknesses make hard to
avoid - you can set the Vf,A for one
or the other but you don't want to
have to keep changing it.

I staft out using the single layer on a
Rega RP3 glass plaftered tumtable in
place ofthe standard felt mat and am
pleasantly surydsed by rlle way in
which it adds bass weight, power and
pace to the result. tfs not a massive
change, but a worthwhiie one dlat
seems to be the result of greater
definition. This rnakes for more
precise leading edges, so kick dntms
have more impact and bass guitars
more grip.

Making a difference
The same switch on a Rega RP6 lelds
much the same change except that it
is possible to hear more ofthe
acoustic around female voice and
high ftequencies are subtly but
appealingly sweete6 I also get the
impression that timing might be
vasdy improved, too.

'lhe DextLE ZzTop's Degiiello
makes this rather more cleat lt's
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presumably because the bass is

better defined. I also like the way
the Telecaster has more bite and the
vocal effects have considerably more
definition. Using the second mat to
adjust Vf,A doesn't make much
sense on the Rega tumtables
because arm height is 6xed, but
on an SME Model 2013 it is easy to
appreciate the tonal evenness one
can achieve with different weights
ofvinyl. This is a decent mat that
brings subtle, but, worthwhile
improvements to tumtables with
glass platters and probably metal
and acrylic ones too. Jr(


